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STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 26 Nov 2018

+6.11 +0.36% | SHANGHAI 2,575.81

FTSE 7,036.00

GLOBAL NEWS

Belanjawan Terengganu
2019 pacu usahawan

Necessity vs.
Innovation-

Agrobank launches
micro-financing for

women
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Malaysia is Airbnb’s
fastest growing market
in Southeast Asia

Business
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of Consumer Price
Index (CPI) in
Oct 2018
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Entrepreneurship
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exporting sugar to
Indonesia

Trade

was the expected of
global halal market
in 2018

Malaysia explores

Business

halal cooperation pact
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Malaysia, Japan ink

Self-Help

LOCAL NEWS
mikro

US$6.4 mil

+165.45 +0.76%
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Technology

was the ranking of
Malaysia in
Highest speed
broadband
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+354.29 +1.46%

| NIKKEI 21,812.00

Self-Help

DJIA 24,640.24

-3.67 -0.14%

Self-Help

FBMKLCI 1,701.99

based entrepreneurs
Singapore factory output
rises 4.3% in October
Easier to ‘move the
moon off its orbit’ than
shift iPhone production
to US: Venture
capitalist Gene Munster
How first-time
entrepreneurs can learn

from Amazon's HQ2
decision

Entrepreneurship has no
minimum age:
Lessons from BizWorld
UAE's The Kidpreneur
Award 2018
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